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Nuclear medicine and radiology are recognised as separate med-
ical specialties in many European countries. The two have dis-
tinct differences, but also similarities as they both offer diagnostic
procedures and therapeutic techniques. Moreover, both special-
ties need to educate professionals working in the respective
disciplines.

Medicine is nowadays evolving at an incredible pace and
these two disciplines are at the forefront of several fields, above
all artificial intelligence (AI). AI applied to imaging is a clear
example of how close imaging specialties, radiology, and nuclear
medicine are to each other. Neural networks will be able to rec-
ognise images within a particular clinical context, integrating
with epidemiology and genomics data.

The way images are generated will be important for their
interpretation, but not so much to the extent that this would then
justify the generation of different kinds of neural networks.

The combination of two different imaging modalities (hybrid
imaging) is already a field in which the specialist’s knowledge of
both disciplines is beneficial for the patient. Several centres are
performing positron emission tomography (PET) with contrast-
enhanced computed tomography (CT) and PETwith diagnostic
magnetic resonance (MR) on a routine basis. In all these cases,

professionals take care of patients by collaborating with col-
leagues from ‘the other field’, or are already certified in both
disciplines. Communication of knowledge and experience is the
key for successful collaboration and represents a benefit not only
for patients, but also for the health care providers involved in
imaging.

Participation inmultidisciplinarymeetings is another example
in which imaging specialists are called together to discuss the
best diagnostic and therapeutic path for each patient. Moreover,
both radiology and nuclear medicine are capable of treating pa-
tients with several diseases using interventional procedures and
radiopharmaceutical therapy. Intra-arterial treatments with radio-
nuclides are examples of how ‘hybrid’ can be successful in a
therapy, not only in imaging.

Whether we are dealing with functional or morphological
imaging, interventional procedures or radiopharmaceutical ther-
apy, similarities between the two specialties are far more impor-
tant than the differences. The common language allows for a
strong interaction and facilitates the transfer of knowledge and
experience within the larger field of medicine. This situation has
the potential to benefit professionals from both specialties.

Our scientific results, guidelines and educational papers are
published in two well-respected journals, the European Journal
of Nuclear Medicine and European Radiology, along with
journals in their respective ‘families’. Papers dealing with func-
tional imaging and hybrid imaging are published in both journals,
after the fruitful collaboration of professionals from both radiol-
ogy and nuclear medicine.

Science is the result of interactions between several profes-
sionals with different educations and experiences. As Editors-in-
Chief of the journals representing the scientific associations of
EuropeanRadiology andEuropean Journal of NuclearMedicine
and Molecular Imaging, we are convinced that collaboration
must be tightened at the scientific level. Therefore, we decided
to join efforts for the common goal of enriching the respective
disciplines.

This Editorial is published simultaneously in European Journal of
Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging; see https://doi.org/10.1007/
s00259-019-04565-4.
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The first step in this process is to invite experts from both
sides to join the Editorial Boards to act as ambassadors and serve
as reviewers in areas of interdisciplinary research.

We hope that all professionals in the fields of radiology and
nuclearmedicinewill join our efforts to keep raising the scientific
level—not only of our journals but of the whole community.
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